
The Giant's Causeway
I interviewed Daragh ,he went there 6 month ago , 
He has been going to this place since he was 3 years 
old , this place means a lot to him , it's close to his 
heart,

He described it with few words : 
« beautiful,historically important and tranquil » ,it's 
a well known tourist attraction , The fact that this 
place is famous has created problems ,In regards to 
the erosion of basaltic columns , by tourists

Daragh compared it with places in Italy or in Crete .

He reccomended to go in summertime even if it's a 
rainy day , to see the sunset.

It's impressive because it's a very huge place;it's 6 
km of stone ,

THINGS TO DO NEARBY

IF YOU LIKE TO :

-Visit :Portrush ; to see the irish costline

          All the castle ; to know about history

-Have fun : *Barry's Amusement

                   *Cliff diving

                   *Surfing

-Drink: Bushmills distillery ; to see how whiskey is 
made

-

-How and when it was formed ? 

The Giant's Causeway is located in 
Country Antrim in Northern Ireland. The 
rock is made by basalt columns. It's the 
result of a volcanic eruption 60 million 
years ago. It was declared a World 
Heritage Site by UNESCO in 1986, and a 
national reserve in 1987 by the 
departement of the environement of the 
Northern Ireland.  

- What's the shape ? 

Each rock has a hexagonal shape, but there
is a rock in the shape of a shoe which 
represents the path of Finn McCool, the 
giant. 

- The mythology behind the Causeway ?

The mythology behind this site is the story 
of a giant, Finn McCool, who have trouble 
with someone across the water. The 
Scottish Giant Benandonner is threatening 
Ireland. An enraged Finn grabs chunks of 
the Antrim coast and throws them into the 
sea. The rock forms a path for Finn to 
follow and teach Benandonner a lesson. 
Bad idea, Benandnner is terrifingly 
massive. Finn makes a hasty retreat, 
followed by the giant, only to be saved by 
our hero's quick-thinking wife who 
disguised him as a baby. The angry Scott 
saw the baby and decided if he child was 
that big, the daddy must be really huge.  

 


